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When Does Willful Neglect
of Worker Safety Become
Criminal?
Posted by Tom O’Connor on 4/27/2010 in “Progressive Voices”

I

magine that W. VA. coal mine owner Don Blankenship got in his car one
day and, in a big hurry
to get to the bank, raced
through town at such high
speed that he lost control
of the vehicle, plowed into
a crowd of pedestrians, and
killed 29 people.
Imagine further that the
vehicle had been inspected
dozens of times and each
time Blankenship had been
told that it had serious safety
flaws that made it a danger to
the public. He had been cited
Philaposh Worker’s Memorial Day Poster listing
and fined hundreds of times
the names of 29 miners killed at Upper Big
for unsafe driving but, because
Branch Mine on April 5, 2010
he appealed each of the citations,
he managed to keep his license and continued to drive the dangerous clunker.
A FEW FACTS:
• Since 2005 the Upper Big Branch Mine has been
cited with more than 1,342 safety violations.
•M
 assey has paid over $1 million in fines in the last year alone.
•A
 t the Upper Big Branch Mine, inspectors have repeatedly found
inadequate ventilation to prevent accumulation of methane
and insufficient measures to prevent the build-up of coal dust—
precisely the conditions that can lead to catastrophic explosions.
• I n a 2009 interview, Blankenship stated that [safety regulations
are] “very difficult to comply with.” In a speech at his annual
anti-union Labor Day rally, he railed against the Mine Safety
and Health Administration’s efforts to protect miners’ safety
and health, calling them “as silly as global warming.”
Continued on page 10

IT IS TIME TO ACT
Workers Need the
Protecting America’s
Workers Act NOW!

F

orty years ago, in 1970,
Congress ena cted the Occu
pational Safety and Health
Act. Although fatalities and trau
matic injuries have decreased since
then, the current toll for workers is
still enormous and preventable. And
for every worker killed, the suffering
continues among children, parents,
spouses and other loved ones and
friends.
The OSH Act has never been
updated. Not once in nearly 40
years. There are major gaps and
weaknesses in the job safety law.
What follows are key provisions of
the Protecting America’s Workers
Act (H.R. 2067 and S. 1580) which
address many of the problems with
the current OSH Act.
•Extend OSH Act to provide
coverage to ALL State and
Local Public Sector Workers,
Federal Workers and Other
Workers (like flight attendants)
who lack full OSHA protection.
Pennsylvania is still one of the 25
states in the U.S. that does not
have OSHA coverage for public
employees.
Continued on page 7

THREE DISASTROUS MONTHS OF PREVENTABLE
WORKPLACE TRAGEDIES

A Family and Community Remembers

O

n August 7, 2008 Matthew J. Holmes, age 22, began
his second week at a new job. He had not gotten his first
paycheck. Then the unthinkable happened. A 2,000 steel
beam fell off a truck, striking and killing him. “Matty” as
he was known in his Port Richmond close knit community
was loved by so many…family, friends, neighbors, those
he had served at the local pizza shop. His family came to
our Workers Memorial Day program in April 2009 and we
have kept in touch with them ever since.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL AND WORKER DISASTER
Dick Meister, Reader Supported News/Perspective, May 9, 2010

His sister Cheryl (a teacher and member of NJEA) and
her finance Michael Fisher (an electrician and member of
IBEW Local 98)
were married
last New Year’s
Eve. In lieu of
table favors at
their reception,
a card was
placed at each
seat
stating
that a donation
has been made
to
Philaposh
in memory of
Matthew.
Cheryl and Michael’s wedding last New

Memorial Bench for Matty Holmes

Friday, November 19, 2010
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
3001 Walnut Street, 6th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19130
To order tickets ($55. per person)
telephone (215) 386-7000
or visit the website www.philaposh.org.

One of the co-workers told of seeing

The explosion was horrendous. It turned the Deepwater
Horizon’s deck into what one worker described as “like

On March 27,
2010 hundreds of family and community friends came to
the dedication of a memorial bench in Matty’s memory,
placed on the sidewalk at a busy intersection in his
neighborhood in Port Richmond. As their new sweatshirts
proclaimed, “The Legend Lives On.”

25th Annual Awards
Reception

A huge explosion rocks the rig, releasing tons of oil that
soon will spread over an area of at least 2,500 square
miles. Of course it’s an environmental disaster, probably
the worst oil spill ever… But what of the workers aboard
the rig, who suffered terrible trauma, serious injury and
death?
Too often, the media all but ignore workers’ suffering in
such disasters…. Too often, the workers are treated as
mere numbers. Eleven dead, 17 injured, said the media
accounts of the Deepwater Horizon explosion. But just
what does that mean? Precisely how were the workers
made to suffer?…. What can be done to make future
work safer? The media rarely ask such questions….

Years Eve

PhilaposH

I

a war zone.” One of this co-workers told of seeing “guys
burning” and “some guy missing limbs.” The scene was
indeed what he recalled as “extremely gruesome.”

t’s coming up on 10 o’clock in the evening aboard
a massive oil rig, the Deepwater Horizon, 130 miles
off the Louisiana coast in the Gulf of Mexico. It’s
Tuesday, April 20. The rig sways gently in the calm
waters. Then, suddenly….”Boom!”

O

Matthew’s Family at Workers Memorial Day 2009

Become a PhilaPOSH Member!
PhilaPOSH is a membership based organization,
governed by a Board whose officers are elected by
the members. Membership is open to individuals,
unions, and other organizations who support improv
ing worker health and safety.
To become a member or to make a donation, call
PhilaPOSH at (215) 386-7000 for a membership
application packet, or download and complete a form
on our web page at www.philaposh.org.

Flames from the burning oil shot into the sky, high as a
multi-story bulding, as some of the 126 people on board
leaped overboard, some breaking bones in the 80-foot

“guys burning” and “some guy missing
limbs.” The scene was indeed what he
recalled as “extremely gruesome.”
drop to the water’s surface where lifeboats waited. It took
45 minutes for Coast Guard rescue boats and helicopters
to reach the rig, the heat of the oil flames so intense by
then it melted paint off Coast Guard vessels.
Continued on page 12

Enough Is Enough!

n behalf of the Executive Boards and member
ship of USW Local 10-1 (Sunoco Philadelphia
Refinery), USW Local 10-234 (ConocoPhillips
Trainer Refinery), and USW Local 10-901 (Sunoco
Marcus Hook Refinery), we would like to express our
deepest sympathies and condolences to the families of
our five brothers and sisters who tragically lost their lives
in an explosion at the Tesoro Refinery in Anacortes,
Washington on Good Friday, and send courage and
Editors Note: On April 6th, following the
explosion at the Tesoro Refinery in Anacortes,
Washington, three USW local unions representing
area refinery workers released this press statement.
They refer to five workers killed and two seriously
injured. Following release of this statement the
other two injured workers died, bringing the total
number of fatalities from this explosion to seven.

Members of USW Local 10-1 want action to prevent more
fatalities at US refineries

prayers to the two remaining severely injured workers
from the same incident.
While we know that the investigation into the root causes
of this tragedy will take many months, we are outraged
Continued on page 12
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PHILAPOSH On the Move
On the Road with Philaposh’s
Residential Construction Fall
Protection Training
Nicole Charles, Philaposh Training Coordinator

I

n Sept. 2009 Philaposh was awarded a 2nd Susan
Harwood fall protection training grant from OSHA,
with a focus on small residential construction contractors.
A majority of construction fatalities happen at companies
with 20 or less employees, and falls are still the #1 cause of
these fatalities.
In our efforts
to reach small
contractors, we
decided to take
our program
on the road.
Whether you
call them tool
box talks, lunch
and learns, or
sidewalk semi
nars, we get Philaposh Trainer Kathleen Haskey with
the information construction worker after giving scaffolding
out there to the safety presentation on site
people that need it.

PHILAPOSH On the Move

Philaposh Training Coordinator receives
award from National COSH; Conference
Program focuses
on Current Safety
and Health issues
in Construction
At it’s Annual Meeting and
Conference last October
the National Council
on Occupational Safety
and Health, made up of
20 different “COSH”
groups across the country,
gave its “New National
COSH Activist” award
for outstanding work to
Nicole Charles.
As part of the conference
program, one day was devoted to current safety and health
issues in construction. Philadelphia Building Trades
President Pat Gillespie opened the program by welcoming
National COSH attendees to Philadelphia. Panel speakers
included Tony Lusi from OE Local 542, Jim Dollard
from IBEW Local 98, Marty McNulty from IUPAT DC
21, Pam Susi from CPWR and Walt Jones from Laborers
Health and Welfare Fund.

Cornell Students volunteer at
Philaposh Office

USW Rallies at Sun Oil Shareholders
Meeting

The Kensington Welfare Rights organization (KWRU) sponsors
a group of Cornell undergraduate students every March to spend
a week in Philadelphia for their “Alternative Spring Break.”
Their schedule is jam packed with volunteer work at unions
and other progressive community organizations. For the 2nd
year, the students spent a morning at Philaposh, assisting in our
preparation for Workers Memorial Day by addressing invitation
letters to family members of workers killed on the job.

Philadelphia Taxi Drivers fight for PA
Workers Compensation

Along with other Philaposh trainers, I have been hitting the
streets of Philadelphia in search of residential contractors
at work. From the renovators in South Philly to the up and
coming “green” condos in Northern Liberties, to the row
houses in Northeast Philly, we left no street unexplored.
The workers,
and in most
cases the owners,
have been open
to information
and advice. We
will soon be trav
eling to other
counties.
Our mission
continues. If you
know of any resi
Trainer Javier Hernandez talking with
dential construc
Spanish speaking workers
tion contractors
interested in
fall protection training, please have them contact Nicole
Charles, (215) 386-7000 or email: ncharle2@yahoo.com
for more information and scheduling. Trainings are set up
at the convenience of each group and can be conducted
in Spanish.
4

On May 6, 2010, USW members from area refineries and
chemical plants held a rally followed by an information picket line
in front of the Moore School of Art which is where Sun Oil holds
its annual shareholders meeting. Outside the demonstration
focused on keeping health benefits for retirees and their defined
benefit pension plan. Many of their members retire early because
of the dangerous working conditions, but will be unable to do
so if their have to work until they can receive Medicare. Inside
at the Shareholder’s meeting, Philaposh Director Barbara Rahke
challenged the CEO of Sun Oil to step up and take the lead in
pushing the industry to put safety before profits.

NJ AFL-CIO Health and Safety Conference

Jim Dollard, Safety and Health Rep. for IBEW Local 98,
gives a presentation of safety issues involving installation of solar
panels.
Photo Credits: Philaposh is very grateful to supporters
who have supplied Safer Times with many of the photos we
have used. They are: Paul Gottlieb (PSEA), Art Manos
(UFCW 152), and Leon Shore (PFT 3).
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Ron Blount, President of the Philadelphia Taxi Drivers Alliance,
testified at a PA House hearing held at City Hall to consider a
bill dealing with two issues: taxis that are equipped to transport
disabled riders, and granting PA Worker’s Compensation benefits
to Philadelphia taxi drivers. Even though taxi drivers have a high
injury and fatality rate, because they are considered independent
contractors they are not eligible for comp benefits. New York
City drivers do get NY State workers comp. The hearing room
was packed with taxi drivers and activists. The Philaposh Board
voted to support the taxi drivers in their quest for these benefits.
2

Barbara Rahke, Director of Philaposh, conducted a workshop
in Feb. 2010 on OSHA Reporting and Recordkeeping rules
for injuries and illnesses at the Occupational Safety and Health
Conference co-sponsored by the NJ State AFL-CIO and Rutgers
University Labor Education Center. The workshop covered
materials from the class taught by Philaposh for the Comey
Instittute, including the rights of unions and workers to get
copies of the full OSHA 300 log.
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PHILAPOSH On the Move

Protecting America’s Workers

National Action Summit

I

COSH group from Boston (MassCOSH) brought staff and
Latino worker leaders to the COSH/IWJ conference after the
OSHA Summit

Temple Nurses and Health
Professionals WIN!
Barbara Rahke and Nicole Charles relaxing at the end of the
conference with Deborah Berkowitz (middle), Chief of Staff to
David Michaels at OSHA and formerly with the United Food and
Commercial Workers Union (UFCW).

On April 30th, 1,500 Temple Hospital Nurses and Allied Health
Professionals, all members of PASNAP, returned to work after
winning a new contract after nearly a month long strike that the
whole country was watching. Philaposh volunteer and activist,
Larry Petkov, joined Tom Cronin (Director of Comey Institute)
and striking nurses on the picket line in a show of support and
solidarity. These workers proved they had the courage and
determination to stand up for their futures, their families, and
what was right.

House Bill: H.R. 2067

•Increase OSHA Civil and Criminal Penalties for
Job Safety Violations. Criminal violations of the OSH
Act would be made a felony, instead of a misdemeanor
and would include serious injuries, not just death. Willful
and repeat violations would be increased to $120,000
(currently $70,000) and would include a mandatory
minimum so fines could not be reduced.

n Mid April, OSHA sponsored a National Action Summit for Latino Workers in
Houston Texas. Over 1,000 attended.
Philaposh presented a workshop jointly
with the OSHA Philadelphia area office.
Philaposh also displayed a poster presentation about our work with Latino construction workers on fall protection.
Following the OSHA conference, National
COSH along with the national organization Interfaith Worker Justice and different
worker centers around the US held a 3 day
meeting to share information and find ways
for more collaboration on worker safety and
health and wage theft.

Status of Support in House & Senate as of 6/8/10

continued from page 1

•Provide Family Members of Workers Killed
or Incapacitated and Victims of Job Injuries
and Illnesses the Right to be Heard in OSHA
Investigations. This would include the right to meet
with OSHA investigators, receive copies of any citations
and to be heard before any settlements are reached.
•Strengthen Whistleblower Protections for Workers
who raise Job Safety Concerns and Report Injuries
or Illnesses. A worker’s right to refuse unsafe work
would be written into law. The bill makes clear that
employers cannot retaliate against a worker for reporting
a job injury or illness and would lead to regulations that
prohibit employer practices that discourage or discrimi
nate against workers for reporting injuries and illnesses.
•Expand Worker and Union Rights in OSHA
Inspections and Enforcement Cases. It would require
workers to be paid for time spent participating in OSHA
inspections. Workers and unions would get the right to
contest classification of violations and proposed penal
ties, not just the abatement date. Workers and unions
would have the right to object to modifications of cita
tions issued with the right to review.
•Require Correction of Hazards While Employer
Contests of Violations are Pending, and Prohibit
the Use of “Unclassified” Violations. Employers avoid
having a record of serious, willful and repeat violations
through “Unclassified” violations. Workers should also be
protected from unabated hazards while employers pursue
their legal appeals which is not the case currently.
Too many of our elected Congressional Representatives are
still sitting on the sidelines regarding this bill.
But momentum for PAWA is building. Since April twentyseven Representatives have signed on as co-sponsors, bring
ing the total as of June 8th to 100 Co-Sponsors.
At right is a chart showing which Representatives have
signed on in the Tri-State Area as of 6/8/10.

Nicole in front of the Philaposh Poster Presentation in the Exhibit
Hall at the Summit

Not Signed
Altmire, Jason (PA-D)
Critz, Mark (PA-D)
Just elected
Dahlkemper, Kathy (PA-D)
Dent, Charles (PA-R)
Doyle, Mike (PA-D)
Gerlach, Jim (PA-R)
Kanjorski, Paul (PA-D)
Murphy, Tim (PA-R)
Pitts, Joseph (PA-R)
Platts, Todd (PA-R)
Shuster, Bill (PA-R)
Thompson, Glenn (PA-R)
Alder, John (NJ-D)
Frelinghuysen,
Rodney (NJ-R)
Garrett, Scott (NJ-R)
Lance, Leonard (NJ-R)
LoBiondo, Frank (NJ-R)
Co-Signers
Smith, Chris (NJ-R)
Casey, Robert (PA-D)
Lautenberg, Frank (NJ-D) Castle, Michael (DE-R)
Menendez, Robert (NJ-D)
Co-Signers
Brady, Robert (PA-D)
Fattah, Chaka (PA-D)
Holden, Tim (PA-D)
Murphy, Patrick (PA-D)
Schwartz, Allyson (PA-D)
Sestak, Joe (PA-D)
Carney, Chris (PA-D)
Andrews, Robert (NJ-D)
Holt, Rush (NJ-D)
Pallone Jr., Frank (NJ-D)
Pascrell Jr., Bill (NJ-D)
Payne, Donald (NJ-D)
Rothman, Steven (NJ-D)
Sires, Albio (NJ-D)
(none in Delaware)
Senate Bill: S.1580

Not Signed
Specter, Arlen (PA-D)
Carper, Thomas (DE-D)
Kaufman, Edward (DE-D)

This is what you can do:
1) If your Rep. has not signed on, send him/her a
personal letter or make a phone call asking for
support. If they have signed on, send them a letter
of thanks.
2) Get your Local, District, or Region to pass a resolution in support of this bill and send the information
to all the Representatives in the area.
3) C
 ommunicate with other Locals in your union in
other areas to get their support and to do outreach
to their Representatives.
4) Ask your co-workers, family and friends throughout
the tri-state area to do the same.
Go to the AFL-CIO Health and Safety Web Page, the
Change to Win Health and Safety page (under Workers
Rights), or the PhilaPOSH web page for downloadable
Fact Sheets and other information you can use in your
outreach.

See www.philaposh.org for links to additional articles and a legislative update.
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Workers Memorial Day 2010 in Philadelphia
Statement Of US Secretary
Of Labor Hilda L. Solis
On Workers Memorial Day

Statement Of US Secretary
Of Labor Hilda L. Solis
continued

BMWE members remember Brother Kevin
Sparks, killed at work 11.05.09 in PA.

“No one – regardless of his

“Mary Harris ‘Mother’

or her occupation – should
have to be injured or killed
to earn a paycheck.

Jones once said, ‘Pray for
the dead and fight like hell
for the living.” That call
to arms rings especially
true today, on Workers
Memorial Day, and on the
heels of a tragic month for the
nation’s working families.

Celeste Monforton, Prof. at
George Washington University
and advisor to national family
organization USMWF
Family members Janet Sparks and
Holly Shaw at breakfast programm

“In April, our nation’s

consciousness was jarred
by the loss of workers in
the Upper Big Branch Mine
disaster in West Virginia,
an oil rig explosion south
of Louisiana and a refinery
fire in Washington state.

Jordan Barab
outlines
initiatives
and goals at
OSHA

“The pain brought on by each

of these tragedies is beyond
comparison, and we should
not think of the incidents
as isolated. The fact is they
all involve worker safety
issues, which merit national
attention and point to a
disturbing pattern of deadly
neglect that our country
can no longer tolerate.

Family
members
and
supporters
listen to
Rabbi
Liebling
deliver a
memorial
prayer

ones should have to
wake up to news of
trench cave-ins, scaffold
collapses, amputations or
electrocutions. We don’t
need more refinery fires
or mine explosions.
“On this Workers Memorial

Day, the mission of the
Department of Labor’s
worker safety and health
protection agencies – MSHA
and OSHA – is clearer
than ever. And, our effort
to save lives – through
enhanced enforcement,
a forward looking and
progressive regulatory
agenda, expanded outreach
and a relentless commitment
to enforcing the law – has
never been more necessary.

Luann Wilson, carrying the
memorial placard of her son
Jeffrey Martin, killed at work
9.20.06 in Philadelphia

Family of Fred Ware, killed 1.02.06 in
W. Va. Sago Mine Explosion

“No worker’s loved

“So, let us honor the

“More than 4.6 million

workers suffer serious
injuries each year. And,
every day across America,
more than 14 men and
women lose their lives in
preventable workplace
incidents. That’s nearly 100
preventable deaths per week!

memory of fallen workers,
and the pain of their
families, by gathering our
collective strength and
making injury, illness
and fatality prevention
activities a priority
– today and every day.”

The Family
of Richie Brady,
killed at work
10.16.08
in NJ

Jordan Barab, Deputy Asst Secr of Labor for OSHA joins procession
8
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From Michelle Jamison:  New Member of the Board

I

’ve been employed with the Philadelphia Zoo since
1986 and a Union representative on the Joint (labor/
management) Health and Safety Committee for fifteen
years. The challenging and unique safety issues faced by
the union and management brought me to know Philaposh
and the outstanding work they do as advocates of health
and safety for all workers.
I work with several species of carnivores, such as the
Snow Leopard, Red
Panda, Canadian Lynx,
Dwarf Caiman, Fishing
Cat, Black Throated
Monitor, Coatis, and
Giant Otter. The Giant
Otter of South America
is the most endangered
species, and we have the
only successful breed
ing pair in the country.
However, working with
wild exotic species is
Michelle Jamison, AFSCME District
dangerous enough with
Council 47, Local 752, at Award Night

Worker Safety continued from page 1
This analogy with the recent disastrous explosion of
Massey Coal’s Upper Big Branch Mine and its CEO
Don Blankenship is much closer to reality that you
might think.
Blankenship and Massey Coal have demonstrated a singleminded focus on profit and a callous disregard for the safety
of its workforce. That a catastrophic incident resulting in
the highest worker death count in a generation should
occur at a Massey mine can hardly be considered an
unforeseeable accident.
So back to our analogy—if Don Blankenship’s reckless
disregard for the safety of his workers resulted in 29 deaths,
should he not be held criminally liable for these deaths?
Under current MSHA and OSHA laws, such willful
neglect to protect workers’ safety can be prosecuted only
as a misdemeanor, with the result that an infinitesimally
small number of such cases are brought by the U.S. Dept.
of Justice.
The Massey case highlights the failings of the Mine
Safety and Health Act (and the OSH Act) to provide
real safety protections for workers. The deaths of these
29 miners call out for justice. We need real reform of the
MSHA and OSHA laws including new, stricter criminal
penalties for those company executives that put profit
before workers’ lives.
Tom O’Connor is the Executive Director of the National
Council for Occupational Safety and Health, the national
organization of “COSH” groups including Philaposh.
10

out having to worry about hazardous situations and safety
in the workplace.
Ladders are used in many exhibits and daily we also must
deal with waterfalls, rock work, bridges and pools. Besides
keeping animals confined and fed and designing and setting
up exhibits, we also keep the public safe and out of enclo
sures. Philaposh has been extremely helpful in providing
the support, training and much needed guidance for our
health and safety committee. Philaposh Director, Barbara
Rahke, has come to our aid many times, including on-site
visits to observe and evaluate our safety needs. Recently, she
facilitated and advised us in our development of confined
space and ladder safety protocols.
After many years of hard work and perseverance, the
Philadelphia Zoo Joint Health and Safety Committee
has come a long way. With Philaposh support, we have
accomplished much and learned a lot. I was excited when
I was asked to sit on the Executive Board of Philaposh, an
outstanding organization dedicated to the health and safety
of all workers. I am proud to be associated with such a diverse
group of people that all share this passion.

Local Stories
USPS Fined Nearly
One Million Dollars
for Safety Violations

Philaposh Board member Sean Gerie
Elected General Chairman of the  
BMWED Commuter Railroad
System Division

L

Mark K Reeves, Vice President
APWU Philadelphia PA Area Local 89
And Philaposh Board Member

A

ccording to an article posted on the national APWU
web site on May 11, 2010, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) charged the
USPS with five new counts of “willful” safety violations in
Bedford Park, IL on May 5th. These latest citations are the
third set of citations in less than one week and bring the
Postal Service’s total fines to nearly $1 million.
The Postal Service willfully exposed employees to hazards
associated with live electrical parts, OSHA said. Postal work
ers were found working on live machinery with more than
480 volts of electricity without being provided nonconduc
tive head protection, voltage-rated gloves, flame resistant
clothing, or face shields to prevent injury from electric arcs.
In addition, employees were not properly trained to work
on machines.

Another Massey Miner
Dies in West Virginia
Posted 5/21/10, The Washington Independent
(http://washingtonindependent.com)

A

bout 15 hours after Massey CEO Don Blankenship
told Congress that worker safety is the company’s
top priority, another Massey miner died in West Virginia,
the Associated Press reports.

OSHA issued the Postal Service $210,000 in fines for know
ingly exposing workers to the risk of electric shock. The most
recent citations follow OSHA fines of more than $500,000
in Providence, RI and more than $200,000 in Denver, CO
for similar electrical safety violations.

State of West Virginia spokesman Hoy Murphy says 55
year old James Erwin of Delburton died about 6 am
Friday. Murphy says Erwin was pinned between a piece
of heavy equipment and the wall at Massey’s Ruby Energy
mine in Mingo County on May 10.

The history behind this recent news of OSHA citations and
fines involves the efforts of the American Postal Workers
Union (APWU) to seek compliance with OSHA Subpart
S – Electrical Standards in postal facilities throughout the
country.

The Ruby Energy Mine – one of the 57 operations
highlighted last month by the Mine Safety and Health
Administration for having a troubling safety record –
has racked up 82 safety citations since April 5th, when
29 miners were killed (and another seriously injured) at
Massey’s Upper Big Branch Mine in nearby Raleigh
County. Twenty-seven of those violations were deemed
“significant and substantial,” indicating that they are
“reasonably likely to result in a reasonably serious injury
or illness.”

In October 2009, hundreds of APWU local unions across
the country filed formal complaints with OSHA in a nation
ally coordinated effort, seeking compliance from the postal
service on these issues. The APWU expects more safety
violations to be issued by OSHA in the coming weeks. Check
www.apwu.org for updated information.
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ast summer Sean
Gerie, President
of BMWED Local
2910 since 1998 and
Philaposh
Board
member, was elected
General Chairman
of the Commuter
Railroad System Divi
sion (CRSD).
Sean Gerie

He follows Bill Capik
who retired after a 34
year railroad career and a long leadership role in the union.
The CRSD represents locals on SEPTA and on NJ Transit
(Locals 2910, 2905, 2906, 2907, 2908). It is one of 23 Systems
or Federations that include workers across the continent.
The BMWE (Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees), one of the oldest U.S. labor organizations,
formed in 1887. Its name came from the term “right of way”
given to the railroad bed or the “path” of trains. In 2004
BMWE merged into the Teamsters and became a division
of the rail conference of IBT, alongside their sister union,
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLET).
Somehow Sean has found time to stay involved with
Philaposh and its mission of worker safety and health. At
every Worker’s Memorial Day program, Sean with other
members of Local 2910 have proudly carried the symbolic
coffin in the memorial procession down Columbus Blvd.
to Penn’s Landing.
At the CRSD’s quadrennial convention last August in
Philadelphia, Sean and the other newly elected officers
were installed. Local 2910 delegate Gary Thomas submit
ted a resolution for continuing support of Philaposh by the
CRSD, which passed unanimously. It stated, “Our Union
recognizes how important Philaposh is. Our members have
benefitted both directly and indirectly from the great work
that it does.”
Congratulations Sean! And we commend the membership
of the CRSD for electing such an outstanding person and
committed union leader to follow Bill Capik.
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MAY DAY AT ELMWOOD PARK

AN ENVIRONMENTAL AND WORKER DISASTER continued from page 3
Some survivors were rescued by a supply ship operated by
British Petroleum (BP), which had leased the Deepwater
Horizon from the Transocean Cor
poration. Seven BP executives who
were on board were injured, but none
seriously….
BP and Transocean meanwhile have
tried mightily to keep the workers
from filing for legal judgments that
would grant them compensation for
any alleged negligence that caused the
explosion … The workers were rushed under escort to a
New Orleans hotel immediately after rescue, but were not

allowed to contact their families or anyone else who might
advise them on whether to sign forms that Transocean
lawyers insisted they sign…..
The accident is yet another strong argu
ment against the folly of offshore drill
ing. But if there is to be drilling, there’s
a great need for strengthened safety
procedures. Accidents have taken the
lives of nearly 70 oil rig workers over
the past nine years, including the 11
who died in the Gulf of Mexico.

Cathy Brady

M

ay Day turned out to be a glorious day in
Elmwood Park. Over 100 people came
from all over the city to celebrate the

See Editors Note on page 15 for cites to two excellent
articles about this disaster.

Speakers Maureen May (PASNAP Temple
Nurses) and Kathy Black (CLUW)
Ground Breaking for Labor Monument

Enough is Enough continued from page 3
at the comments made by Tesoro CEO Bruce Smith and
Senior Vice President Dan Porter with regard to being
“willing to tolerate the risk” of reducing maintenance
and turn-around costs on their February 3rd, 2010 fourth
quarter earning conference call. These statements reflect
a deplorable attitude toward workplace safety and create a
safety culture which is unacceptable and intolerable.
We collectively grieve this tragic and unnecessary loss
of life and express our outrage that incidents like this
continue to happen in our industry. This is not a problem
that is confined to Anacortes, Washington, or the Tesoro
Corporation itself. This is an industry-wide issue that
creates unsafe workplaces for our members, and unsafe
conditions in the communities in which we operate. For
far too long, oil industry executives have treated Process
Safety incidents as simply the cost of doing business and we
say “Enough is Enough.”
The U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board
(CSB) is currently investigating eighteen major accidents,
at least seven of which occurred in oil refineries. There
are approximately 150 oil refineries in the United States
compared to tens of thousands of chemical plants. This
disproportionate number of major accidents in oil refiner
ies serves as an indictment of the industry executives who
not only allow this culture to exist, but create this culture
in their relentless pursuit of profit. CSB Chairman John
Bresland recently stated, ‘If the aviation industry had
the same number and types of incidents as the refining
industry, I don’t think people would be flying too much.”
We agree.
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Insurance company Swiss Re gave a report to federal safety
regulators two years ago that found that U.S. refineries
lose four times more money from accidents than refiner
ies in the rest of the world, the AP said. The discrepancy
results from operational hazards and U.S. plants “pushing
the operating envelope,” according to the report.
While industry executives and their spokesmen tout
personal safety rates (OSHA Recordable Injury Rates) as
an indication of safe workplaces, they continue to whistle
past the graveyard of Process Safety indicators which result
in tragedies like the Good Friday explosion.
We call on our area Congressional representatives to
convene Congressional inquiries in any and all appropri
ate committees to put an end to this nightmare.
Jim Savage, President, USW Local 10-1 (representing approx. 600 hourly workers at the Sunoco
Philadelphia Refinery)
Denis Stephano, President, USW Local 10-234
(representing approx. 250 hourly workers at the
ConocoPhillips Trainer Refinery)
Tim Kilodi, President, USW Local 10-901 (representing approx. 425 hourly workers at the Sunoco
Marcus Hook Refinery)

In Memoriam: Brother Tim Kilodi suddenly passed
away on May 24, 2010. Our heartfelt sympathies go
out to his family, and to the brothers and sisters at
Local 10-901 he so passionately represented. RIP
Brother Kilodi.
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Cathy Brady
Speaking from
Stage

Rev. Chester Williams in Lively Discussion

3

dignity of labor, to rally for the
rights of all workers, to bring
attention to the plight of our
newest
immigrants,
and to join in the fun
and festivities.

Pedro Rodriguez
gave a passionate
speech

The May Day USA
Education Committee,
chaired by Jim Moran,
organized a full program
of speakers includ
ing Pedro Rodriguez,
Kathy Black, Tom
Cronin, Maureen May,
Fabricio Rodriguez,
Paul Grubb, Jen Rock,
Rev. Chester Williams, John Greer
Barbara Rahke, Royce
Adams, and myself Cathy
Brady. They spoke about labor’s efforts to
organize workers, fight for a safe workplace,
end the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and pass
immigration reform.
Several Labor speakers also participated
in the groundbreaking ceremony for The
Labor Monument: Philadelphia’s tribute to
the working class. The Labor Monument
will memorialize seven of the most signifi
2

Jim Moran

SEIU Members Listens

Safer Times

cant accomplishments of the
labor movement during the
20th century. Depicted on 36
inch bronze medallions will be
images of Eugene V. Debs, he
Wobblies, Bread and Roses,
Hey, Arizona
Child Labor Reform, the Farm
Workers-“Si Se Puede!”, the civil
rights movement-“I Am a Man”, and Karen
Gay Silkwood. Construction will begin this
summer and be completed in time for labor day
weekend. The tentative date for the dedication
ceremony is Friday, Sept. 3rd. More info will be
forthcoming once the construction is underway.
For more info on the monument, contact the
Fairmount Park Arts Assoc., fpaa.org, or Cathy
Brady, unionbelle@aol.com.
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Getting Treatment for Workers with Psychological Injuries

9/11 Responders Suffer Long Term Loss Of Smell

Kathy Black, Health & Safety Director, AFSCME DC47

W

hen it comes to psychological trauma suffered
by workers as a result of a workplace incident or
injury, the Workers’ Compensation system is notoriously
complicated and inadequate. Even when serious physi
cal injury causes or accompanies psychological injuries,
employers are often reluctant to refer workers for coun
seling, and Workers’ Compensation judges are not always
sympathetic. The Workers’ Comp laws have not kept up
with advancements in medical knowledge about emotional
injuries, and employees must get past daunting hurdles to
get compensated for treatment.

our concerns about inadequate mental health treatment
under their Injured on Duty (IOD) system. (The City is
self-insured for Workers Compensation and runs its own
program.) At our quarterly labor-management meetings
with Risk, we negotiated a procedure for employees request
ing counseling to be evaluated by a doctor trusted by both
sides. If the doctor determines counseling is warranted, the
employee is referred to a psychologist or psychiatrist in the
City’s provider network.

AFSCME District Council 47 represents workers who are
often exposed to volatile situations that can lead to serious
mental damage, including Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Consider this sampling of scenarios that have all happened
to our members on the job.

Quick intervention with a trained
professional can help dispel the
sleep and appetite disorders,
fears, feelings of guilt, and
other symptoms associated with
emotional trauma, and help
workers get back to normal and
back to work.

• City of Philadelphia Social Workers have been threatened
with weapons, had chairs thrown at them, been pushed
down staircases, been stalked, received anonymous angry
calls, and in one especially appalling case, had an infant
hurled at them by the child’s mother.
• Rival youth gangs, now often called flash mobs, frequently
brawl at City Recreation Centers and ball fields. Weapons
are commonplace; employees have witnessed shootings,
had their car windows shot out, and been injured trying
to protect children. Gang fights, weapons, vandalism
and threats have also plagued our members at the City
Libraries.
• An employee driving a City work truck was struck broad
side by a vehicle whose driver ran a stop sign. The City
vehicle rolled over several times; the driver needed moder
ate medical treatment for physical injuries, but was devas
tated when his coworker/passenger was diagnosed with
catastrophic injuries. In this recent case, The Department
callously denied the driver a counseling referral until the
Union intervened.
Our members are dedicated professionals who recognize
and accept that certain dangers are inherent in their jobs.
They only ask that when exceptional situations occur, they
be given the treatment they need to heal and continue doing
these difficult jobs.
Because of the high rate of workplace violence incidents our
members experience, DC47 raised with Risk Management
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This system has been working well for the past several years.
Dozens of our members have received the treatment they
needed, which may only be a therapy session or two, or may
be prolonged. Quick intervention with a trained professional
can help dispel the sleep and appetite disorders, fears, feel
ings of guilt, and other symptoms associated with emotional
trauma, and help workers get back to normal and back to
work. Counseling can also assist in recovery from physical
injuries. Providing this treatment makes sense from every
one’s perspective, except the Workers’ Compensation laws
and those who defend them.
Our Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation system is half a
century behind when it comes to the need for mental health
services for workplace injuries. Advocates should add this to
the long list of reforms we fight for in the law, so that workers
can someday receive the truly comprehensive treatment and
compensation they deserve when their health and wellbeing
is injured on the job.
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A

ccording to a research study by the Monell Chemical
Senses Center, a nonprofit basic research institute
in Philadelphia, work
ers exposed to the complex
mixture of toxic airborne
chemicals following the 9/l1
disaster had a decreased abil
ity to detect odors and irritants
two years after the exposure.
102 individuals who worked or
volunteered at the WTC site
on 9/11 and during the days
and weeks afterward were
studied. Forty-four percent
of them reported being in
lower Manhattan on 9/11 and
98 percent worked on the site
during the week after the build
ings’ collapse.

Health screenings of WTC
workers had documented the
effects of inhaled exposure on
the lungs and respiratory func
tion, but little was known about
the impact on sensory systems
of the nose.
Tom Avril, a science writer for
the Philadelphia Inquirer, spoke
with a Queens paramedic who
he quoted in his Inquirer article about this study. (“Trade
center Crews Now Suffering Loss of Smell, 5/24/10). The 53
year old paramedic worked for the NYC Fire Department
and was on duty for the first day and one half for the rescue
effort and then came back repeatedly until December.
According to Avril, more than eight years later, he says
he has little sense of taste and small, taking nasal steroids
and undergoing several procedures to clean out his nasal
passages. He has now retired on disability with a bad back
and the loss of smell.

Detective Greg Semendinger, NYC Police Aviation Unit
(released by ABC News)

Workers exposed to the dust cloud immediately after the
buildings’ collapse had the most extreme loss of sensitivity
to irritants, with an almost complete inability to detect the
nasal irritant used in the study.
The inability to detect irritants and odors is a critical safety
concern, especially since almost none of the individuals
tested recognized that their ability to detect odors and irri
tants was compromised.

CBS News: Oil Spill Clean-Up Crew Members Getting Sick
(CBS) Monday Night, the first statewide health survey in
Louisiana tracking the health impact of oil spill shows more
than 75 workers have been treated for symptoms.
Seven weeks into the oil spill crisis, there is still confusion
and uncertainty about how to protect the people cleaning up
the mess, reports CBS News medical correspondent Jennifer
Ashton. Commercial fisherman George Jackson was overcome
by fumes while inspecting boom; BP gave him no protective
gear.
“They didn’t supply us with nothing,” says Jackson. “Now
they’re starting to disperse gloves and hazmat suits.”
Chemicals and vapors, both from oil and dispersants, can pose
serious health risks. They can inflame the nose, throat and
lungs, and aggravate asthma. When absorbed in the blood
stream, oil compounds like benzene or toluene can cause head
aches and dizziness and could have long term toxic effects on
the brain, liver and kidneys after prolonged, direct contact.
Another concern: the long, hot days for clean-up workers. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration demanded
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“Odors also serve a protective function, such as the ability to
identify smoke from a fire, leaking gas, or spoiled food,” said
Pamela Dalton, PhD, MHP, an
environmental psychologist at
Monell. “The nose performs
many sensory functions that are
critical for human health and
safety.”
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Venice, LA, June 7, 2010

Monday that BP not overwork crews. “We are very concerned
about hours worked,” says OSHA Assistant Secretary of Labor
David Michaels. “Seeing ads on the internet for 14 hours, seven
days a week. We raised this with the Coast Guard. We need to
address number of hours working.”
This afternoon in Venice, a boatload of shrimp came in,
harvested from one of the few open fishing bds. But the stress
is taking a toll. The state’s mental health crisis center has fielded
more than 400 calls. Shrimper Mitchell Granger lost his home
in hurricane Katrina. “We moved into a FEMA trainer right
here behind the house,” he says. Now he’s having trouble sleep
ing through the night. “What’s tomorrow going to bring? You
know, what’s next year going to bring?” he says.
Editor’s Note: For more information about what OSHA is doing,
go to their special webpage about the oil spill at: http://www.osha.
gov/oilspills/index.html. Also, for more info about BP’s safety record,
see “For BP, A History of Spills and Safety Lapses,” by Jad Mouawad,
The New York Times, 08 May 2010; and “How Quickly we Forget,”
by Sharon Begley, Newsweek, 17 May 2010.
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In the Winter 2009/2010 issue of News
and Notes from the PA Dept. of Labor
and Industry, it is reported that the satis
faction level of injured workers receiv
ing medical treatment is highest among
those who have proper access to panel
providers. These workers are also better
informed about rights and benefits and
are able to return to work more quickly.
If employers do not provide workers with
a panel list (at least six different health
care providers they can choose from
for treatment, at least 3 of whom must
be physicians), then the law allows the
worker to treat with a doctor of their
own choosing, and the employer is liable
to pay for that treatment. For addi
tional information on panel providers
go to www.dli.state.pa.us, and click on
Workers’ Compensation, or read more
in the Philaposh booklet, “Injured on
the Job” (call Philaposh for a compli
mentary copy).

The new statewide average weekly
wage for injuries sustained on and
after Jan. 1, 2010 shall be $845. per
week. For purposes of calculating
the update to payments for medi
cal treatment received after Jan. 1,
2010, the percentage increase in the
average weekly wage is 1.1%. The
statewide average weekly wage each
year is the basis for establishing the
maximum weekly rate that year for
workers’ compensation.

Philaposh Workers’
Compensation Attorney
Referral List
Call Philaposh to be mailed a copy
of the 2010 Referral List, or you can
download the list from our webpage
at www.philaposh.org.
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